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Week

8 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Task Help your parents clean the dishes after you have finished eating. 
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English 

Spelling 

Write your spelling list two 

times. One time in lead pencil, 

another time, your phonics 

focus must be written in red. 

The phonics focus is “igh”. For 

example: slight. 

 
Reading  
Choose a book you have at 
home or listen to a book on 
StoryBox Library (you can find 
the login details on your 
Google Classroom) 
https://storyboxlibrary.com.au/ 

 

Write about your favourite 

part and explain why it’s your 

favourite. 

 

Writing 

Write about your favourite 

sport in the Olympics and give 

3 reasons why. 

English 

Spelling  

Use 3 spelling words and 

make a story about 

something. For example, use 

the word night, fright and 

light to make a sentence 

about a dog.  

 
Reading 
Choose a book you have at 
home or listen to a book on 
StoryBox Library (you can 
find the login details on your 
Google Classroom) 
https://storyboxlibrary.com.au/ 

Draw a picture of what 

happened in the beginning, 

middle and end.  

 
Writing  
Should students have to 
wear school uniform to 
school? Give me 3 reasons as 
to why or why not. 

English 
Spelling  

Write your whole spelling list 

in alphabetical order. 

Reading  

Choose a book you have at 
home or listen to a book on 
StoryBox Library (you can 
find the login details on your 
Google Classroom) 
https://storyboxlibrary.com.au/ 

Write a description of the 

main character. The 

description should be 2-3 

sentences. Remember to use 

lots of adjectives when 

describing your character! 

 

Writing  

What is your favourite 

season? Pick the season you 

like the most and write 3 

reasons as to why it is your 

favourite. 

English 

Spelling  

Use 5 spelling words and put 

them into 5 different silly 

sentences. Underline your spelling 

word that you use.  

Example: During the winter, I like 

to wear my rainbow swimsuit and 

go to the beach! 

Reading  
Choose a book you have at home 
or listen to a book on StoryBox 
Library (you can find the login 
details on your Google Classroom) 
https://storyboxlibrary.com.au/ 

Write a letter to the author to tell 

him or her 3 reasons why you 

enjoyed/did not enjoy the book. 

 

Writing  

Should children choose their own 

bedtime? Explain why or why not. 

English 

Spelling  
Spelling shapes – Draw a 2D shape 
then write your spelling word inside 
the shape. Try to have different 2D 
shapes for each word.  

 
Reading  
Choose a book you have at home or 
listen to a book on StoryBox Library 
(you can find the login details on 
your Google Classroom) 
https://storyboxlibrary.com.au/ 

Pick 10 words from the book and 

try to make a rhyme with it. If you 

can’t rhyme the word, pick another 

one. For example, my book has the 

word “bad”. I will rhyme it with a 

word I can think of. Bad -Sad  

Writing  

Weekends should be 3 days long. 

Do you think this is a good idea? 

Explain why/why not. 
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8 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
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Mathematics 

 Number of the day: 
16 or 47 

Write and draw your 
understanding of this 
number. Include: pictures, 
word, tally, even or odd, 
place value, one less than, 
one greater than, ten less 
than, and ten greater than. 
 

Number of the Day: 16 
Use appendix 2, colour the 
numbers 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. Can 
you see the pattern? What 
is the pattern? Can you 
continue the pattern up to 
the number 30? 
 
Number of the Day: 47 
Use appendix 2, colour the 
numbers 3, 6, 9, 12, 15. Can 
you see the pattern? What 
is the pattern? Can you 
continue the pattern up to 
the number 45? 
 

Mathematics 
Number of the day: 

10 or 73 
Write and draw your 
understanding of this 
number. Include: pictures, 
word, tally, even or odd, 
place value, one less than, 
one greater than, ten less 
than, and ten greater than 
Number of the Day: 10 
Using the number line 
(appendix 4), circle the 
numbers: 4, 8, 12, 16, 20 
Can you see the pattern?  
Can you draw the jumps 
on the number line 
starting at 4? An example 
is shown in appendix 4 as 
well. 
Number of the Day: 73 
Can you see the patterns 
in these numbers? Can 
you continue and finish 
the pattern?  
 
24, 26, 28, _, _, _ 
64, 65, 66, _, _, _ 
100, 90, 80, _, _, _ 
34, 44, 54, _, _, _ 
0, 7, 14, 21, _, _, _ 
 

Mathematics 
Number of the day: 

19 or 95 
 
Write and draw your 
understanding of this 
number. Include: pictures, 
word, tally, even or odd, 
place value, one less than, 
one greater than, ten less 
than, and ten greater than. 
Number of the Day: 19 
Complete the following 
patterns on appendix 5 
Number of the Day: 95 
Complete the following 
patterns on appendix 6 
 
Afterwards, create 3 
patterns of your own using 
your own shapes and 
symbols. 
 
  

Mathematics 

Area 

Today we are learning about 

area, Area means to find how 

much space is covered by a 

shape. For example, you can 

see square below  is covering 

up 9 little squares. Therefore, 

the area is 9cm 2 

 
Use the square grid (appendix 

8) and make the following 

shapes with a certain area. 

1. Square – Area of 4  

2. Square – Area of 16 

3. Rectangle – Area of 12 

4. Rectangle - Area of 15 

5. Rectangle Area of 20 

 

 

 

Mathematics 

Area 

Using appendix 8, use the grid 

paper to make a robot using 

rectangles and squares only.  

After making the robot, calculate 

how much area each individual 

shape or body part had used. 

Then add all the area together to 

see how much area the whole 

robot had used.  

An example is provided below:  
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Science 
Aboriginal Utensils 

In the past, Aboriginal 
peoples used natural 
resources to create utensils. 
Utensils are tools that were 
used to help them survive 
by cooking or making things. 
Use appendix 3 to see a 
picture of utensils.  
 
If you have a backyard, see 
if you can find some natural 
resources such as sticks, 
stones and bark to make a 
utensil of your own.  
If you do not have a 
backyard, you can use 
materials that you can find 
within your house. For 
example: A cut up paper 
plate for example could be 
used with a ruler to make 
axe like the picture in 
appendix 3 

Geography 
Seasons 

List all the seasons we 
have and can you list them 
in order. 
 
Use appendix 10 for this 
activity. 
 
Draw a picture of what 
people do in each season. 
Make sure the activity is 
appropriate to the right 
season. For example, in 
summer, you will usually 
see more people at the 
beach compared to winter.   
 
 

Creative arts 

Music- Practise singing 

“Epo Tai Tai E” with Mrs 

Young. 

https://www.youtube.com

/watch?v=NBtqQ63bG1E 

Make sure to follow the 

actions as you sing along! 

You can also look through 

the Home Learning music 

tab on the school website 

for more activities with 

Mrs Young! 

Coloured Circle Art 

Gather different types of 

coloured paper and 

objects with a circle. Use 

the objects to trace and 

cut out a circle from the 

coloured paper. Glue them 

in a creative way to make 

a nice piece of artwork. An 

example is provided in 

appendix 7. 

STEAM 
DIY Maze Game 

For this activity, you will need 
cardboard which you will need 
to cut up into rectangular 
pieces to make the walls of the 
maze. The maze will be 
required to be made in a 
container preferably a 
rectangular one such as a 
shoebox. If you do not have 
access to cardboard, you can 
use cut up straws instead. 
Examples are shown below: 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PDHPE 

How to stay healthy 

Fold an A4 page in half. On the 

left side of the page, write 

“unhealthy” and on the right 

side write “healthy”. Ask your 

parent’s permission if you can go 

through your cupboard and see 

how much unhealthy and 

healthy food you have and write 

them on the paper.  

Physical Activity 

Musical statues: Put on a song 

and when it is paused, you must 

freeze. 

Shake them out: Students have a 

tissue box with marbles or ping 

pongs inside taped to their 

waist. They need to shake their 

hips to get the balls out and are 

not allowed to use their hands. 

Time yourself to see how long it 

takes and do it again to see if 

you can break your record. 

Reminder: You should be reading EVERY DAY for 20 minutes. Use the ONLINE resource page on the school website to access online 

activities. Please note SOME websites require you to create an account. Please refer to fitness tab on the Home learning page to get your 

daily exercise. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBtqQ63bG1E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBtqQ63bG1E
https://wileyparkps.com.au/
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Year 1 Week 8 Spelling words 

Phonics 

Focus 

High 

Light 

Night 

Fright 

Bright 

Sight Words 

Seasons 

Summer 

Winter 

Bark 

Shells 

Challenge 

Words 

Stones 

Utensils 

Aboriginal 
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Summer Autumn 

Spring Winter 

Appendix 10 


